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Abstract Strong microfluidic vortices are generated

when a near-infrared (1,064 nm) laser beam is focused

within a microchannel and an alternating current (AC)

electric field is simultaneously applied. The electric field is

generated from a parallel-plate, indium tin oxide (ITO)

electrodes separated by 50 lm. We present the first l-PIV

analysis of the flow structure of such vortices. The vortices

exhibit a sink-type behavior in the plane normal to the

electric field and the flow speeds are characterized as a

function of the electric field strength and biasing AC signal

frequency. At a constant AC frequency of 100 kHz, the

fluid velocity increases as the square of the electric field

strength. At constant electric field strength fluid velocity

does not change appreciably in the 30–50 kHz range and it

decreases at larger frequencies ([1 MHz) until at approx-

imately 5 MHz when Brownian motion dominates the

movement of the 300 nm l-PIV tracer particles. Presence

of strongly focused laser beams in an interdigitated-elec-

trode configuration can also lead to strong microfluidic

vortices. When the center of the illumination is focused in

the middle of an electrode strip, particles experiencing

negative dielectrophoresis are carried towards the illumi-

nation and aggregate in this area.

Keywords MicroTAS � Opto-electrostatic micro vortex �
Micropump � Electrohydrodynamics � Dielectrophoresis

1 Introduction

Precisely controlling fluids and particles at the micro- and

nano-scales are important for the development of micro-

fluidic total analysis systems (l-TAS) (Koch et al. 2000)

and Lab-on-a-chip type systems (Figeys and Pinto 2000).

Of the various methods that have been developed, AC

electrokinetic techniques can be integrated into microsys-

tems with basic fabricated microelectrode structures and

can be controlled by changing the applied signal potential

and frequency. Electrohydrodynamic techniques include

AC electro-osmotic pumping, in which the electric field

acts upon the ionic double layer of the fluid inducing

motion on the electrode surface (Müller et al. 1996; Trau

et al. 1997; Ramos et al. 1998), and eletrothermal pumping,

where the field acts upon temperature-induced gradients in

electrical permittivity and conductivity resulting in bulk

fluid motion (Green et al. 2000, 2001). Dielectrophoresis

(DEP) is a popular electrokinetic microparticle manipula-

tion technique that refers to the induced force exerted on a

dielectric particle due to their interaction with a non-uni-

form electric field (Pohl 1978; Jones 1995). These

electrokinetic techniques are driven with potentials typi-

cally under 20 V peak-to-peak (Vpp) and frequencies under

10 MHz (Morgan and Green 2003).

The need for multiplexing in order to simultaneously

analyze multiple samples (Figeys and Pinto 2000) is

leading to the development of novel bulk fluid and particle

manipulation techniques and their incorporation onto Lab-

on-a-chip devices. Optically-induced electrokinetic meth-

ods offer one potential technique. Recent strides in the area

of dynamic electrode generation (Chiou et al. 2005; Hwang

et al. 2008) have demonstrated that light can be used to

define ‘virtual’ electrode structures which dielectrophoret-

ically manipulate particles on a massive scale.
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Optical tweezers (OT) employ highly focused laser

beams for trapping particles, typically only one particle at a

time (Ashkin et al. 1987). In order to couple OT with DEP,

it is important to understand the effect of illumination in

the presence of electric fields. The illumination itself will

heat the fluid sample resulting in electrothermally-induced

fluid motion. OTs have been used simultaneously with

DEP previously (Fuhr et al. 1998; Reichle et al. 2000;

Schnelle et al. 2000; Reichle et al. 2001; Simpson et al.

2002; Rowe et al. 2003; Papagiakoumou et al. 2006),

typically one technique was used to quantify the strength or

efficiency of the other. However, electrothermal effects

from the OT illumination were not discussed.

1.1 Current studies in optically induced electrothermal

flows

Mizuno et al. (1995) first observed strong vortices driven

by an electric field interacting with local fluid temperature

gradients generated from laser-induced heating. The

researchers used a focused YAG laser operating at 1,064

nm and presented flow visualization results of a micro-

vortex they termed an opto-electrostatic microvortex

(OEMV). They illustrated the microvortex as predomi-

nantly two-dimensional in structure. Green et al. (2000)

produced electrohydrodynamic effects with a broad illu-

mination source and, in a later work (Green et al. 2001), the

researchers presented an electro-hydrodynamic analysis of

such temperature-induced electrohydrodynamic flows. In a

recent work, OEMV was used as a microfluidic pump

(Nakano et al. 2007). The relatively high induced fluid

velocities (*100 lm/s) and low cost of manufacture make

these OEMV pumps favorable (Nakano et al. 2007). It is

important to note that while these previous investigations

employed different types of illumination, the electrode

structures were coplanar in both cases. The electric field for

this arrangement is not completely uniform, especially near

the electrode edges, complicating experimental analyses.

1.2 Aims and scope of present work

We explore fluid flows in a simple parallel-plate electrode

geometry, with the intention of increasing the experimental

analysis of OEMV and similar flows. We present evidence

of the three-dimensional nature of the microvortex and a

detailed two-dimensional micron resolution particle image

velocimetry (l-PIV) analysis of the same is carried out in a

plane parallel to the electrodes. The electrode setup was

motivated by the intention to create uniform electric fields

that do not inherently possess non-uniform field gradients

that would induce dielectrophoretic forces on tracer

particles.

We also investigate the behavior of these microfluidic

vortices with an interdigitated electrode setup. Velocimetry

studies were not performed as this electrode geometry

exerts considerable dielectrophoretic forces on tracer par-

ticles. However, effects of opto-electrokinetically

generated vortices are studied in order to assess their

impact on dielectrophoretic particle capture. Our investi-

gation of illumination-induced electrothermal fluid flow

with interdigitated electrodes differs from previous exper-

iments using a coplanar electrode pair (Green et al. 2000).

First, our illumination source is a highly focused laser

beam typically associated with optical tweezers while their

investigation used uniform illumination. Second, interdig-

itated electrodes are a popular electrokinetic geometry in

Lab-on-a-chip systems compared to a single coplanar

electrodes arrangement. Most important, this work pro-

vides experimental measurements to compare with

expected behavior from theory (Ramos et al. 1998; Green

et al. 2001; Chakraborty 2008).

2 Electrothermal flows

Localized fluid heating generates gradients in electrical

permittivity and conductivity. An applied electric field acts

on these gradients, inducing a body force acting on the

fluid. The time-averaged expression for this body force (fe)

is (Green et al. 2001):

feh i ¼ 1=2 Re
reða� bÞ
rþ ixe

ðrT � EoÞE�o � 1=2ea Eoj j2rT

� �

ð1Þ

where Re refers the real part of the expression, Eo is the

electric field, E�o is its complex conjugate, T is the tem-

perature, x is the applied frequency, r and e are the

conductivity and permittivity of the fluid, respectively,

b is 1=r
dr=dT

� �
, and a is 1=e

de=dT

� �
. The first term in

Eq. (1) is the Coulomb force and the second term is the

dielectric force and the latter term will dominate as the

applied AC frequency increases. Note that each term is

dependent on local temperature gradients (rT). The

electric field itself generates heat that can contribute to

this fluid body force. However, due to the uniform elec-

tric field intensity within a parallel-plate electrode

configuration, the dominant source of non-uniform heat

from our experiments comes from the highly focused

optical illumination. This heating is non-uniform due to

the highly-focused light patterns that vary radically in

intensity over a few micrometers. The velocity of the

OEMV depends on the illumination intensity, the dielec-

tric properties of the fluid, and the applied AC signal.
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Here we characterize the behavior of the OEMV by

varying the applied AC voltage and frequency.

3 DEP with interdigitated electrodes

DEP refers to the translational motion of electrically

neutral, dielectric particles due to their interaction with a

non-uniform electric field (Pohl 1978). In the presence of

an electric field the particle will polarize; if the electric

field is non-uniform these induced forces are unbalanced

resulting in particle translation. The magnitude and

direction of the dielectric force is dependent on the

dielectric properties of the fluid and particle. In an AC

electric field, the particles can move towards the location

of the greatest non-uniform field strength (positive DEP)

or can be repelled from these non-uniform regions (neg-

ative DEP). Interdigitated electrodes are a novel

configuration that can be used to determine whether a

particle exhibits positive or negative DEP (Fig. 1). This

geometry creates strong electric field gradients at the

edges of the electrodes and particles experiencing positive

DEP are attracted here. Particles experiencing negative

DEP are repelled from these regions, away from the

electrode substrate. If the height of the channel is rela-

tively close to the electrode substrate the negative DEP

particles will accumulate on the opposite wall, aligned

with the middle of the electrode strips.

The interdigitated electrodes complicate the electrohy-

drodynamics of the OEMV. Unlike a parallel-plate

electrode setup, the magnitude and direction of the electric

field changes dramatically depending on the location.

Similarly, the behavior of the OEMV within an interdigi-

tated electrode setup will vary with the location of the

illumination spot. In addition, the non-uniform electric

field generates non-uniform heating and, with simultaneous

illumination, this further complicates the thermal land-

scape. The final location of particles within an

interdigitated electrode system with OEMV involves a

balance of DEP, fluid drag, and buoyancy forces.

4 Visualizing three-dimensional transport

with defocused particles

Induced microvortices in our parallel electrode setup

exhibit a prominent three-dimensional flow structure.

Imaging a point source in focus through a microscope

results in an Airy disk pattern. For practical purposes, the

Airy disk is well approximated by a Gaussian profile. As

such fluorescent particles in focus appear as a spot (Fig. 2a)

with the illumination intensity decreasing as radius

increases. Particles that are out of focus display a ring

pattern, which is caused both by diffraction and spherical

lens aberration (Inouâe and Spring 1997) (Fig. 2b). The

size of these rings gives insight into their distance from

the focal plane. In case of video microscopy, three-

Fig. 1 Interdigitated electrodes for dielectrophoresis. The grayscale
contour represents the electric field, with non-uniform regions at the

electrode edges. Particles experiencing positive DEP are attracted to

these non-uniform regions. Particles experiencing negative DEP are

repelled from these regions and, if the height chamber is relatively

low, they are located above the middle of the electrode digits

Fig. 2 Fluorescent imaging of focused and defocused particles with a

609 water immersion lens (numerical aperture-1.2). a A 2 lm bead

which is in focus. b The same bead is placed 30 lm out of focus
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dimensional transport often can be visualized by observing

the changing ring pattern of the particle image. As a par-

ticle leaves the focal plane it becomes ‘defocused’ and the

ring pattern becomes more prominent. It is possible to use

this defocused particle image to track the out-of-plane

position of the particle. Three-dimensional particle track-

ing techniques are being developed (Wu et al. 2005; Luo

et al. 2006a, b). Particle tracking is a methodology of

visualizing and quantifying fluid flow behavior by ana-

lyzing individual tracer particle images and determining

their velocities. Compared to particle image velocimetry

(PIV) it is a Lagrangian approach and algorithmically it is

significantly different from the spatial cross-correlation

approach of PIV.

5 Micron-resolution particle image velocimetry

(l-PIV)

For the parallel electrode configuration two-dimensional

microscale velocimetry measurements are carried out

using l-PIV. l-PIV today has become an extremely

important and preferred tool to measure and diagnose

microfluidic flows (Curtin et al. 2006; Pickard et al.

2006). l-PIV is an adaptation of the macroscopic particle

image velocimetry (PIV) technique, which has become

almost ubiquitous today in experimental flow quantifi-

cation. l-PIV was first proposed in 1998 (Santiago et al.

1998). Like macroscopic PIV, l-PIV acquires a series of

images of seeded particles that follow fluid motion.

Statistical tools are used to analyze the images and

produce velocity vectors. Since the first experimental

demonstrations of micron resolution PIV (Santiago et al.

1998), advanced algorithms were proposed to improve

accuracy (Wereley and Meinhart 2001; Wereley et al.

2002).

An essential difference between macro and l-PIV is the

form of illumination used. l-PIV uses volume illumination

and not sheet illumination. In volume illumination, all of

the particles in the viewing volume are illuminated. In

macroscopic PIV a thin laser sheet usually ensures a very

good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and that out-of-focus

particles do not contribute to velocimetry measurements.

For volume illumination in l-PIV, depth of focus (DOF) is

not used to judge an unfocused particle’s contribution to

velocimetry measurements. Instead, the appropriate metric

is the depth of correlation (DOC). DOC is defined as twice

the distance that a particle can be positioned from the

object plane so that the intensity along the optical axis is an

arbitrarily specified fraction of its focused intensity,

denoted by n (Meinhart et al. 2000). At axial distances

from the object plane greater than the DOC the particle

becomes sufficiently out of focus, so that it no longer

contributes significantly to the signal peak in the correla-

tion function. If we take n = 0.1 the DOC (dcorr) can be

approximated as (Meinhart et al. 2000).

dcorr ¼
3nk
NA2
þ 2:16dp

tan h
þ dp ð2Þ

where dp is the particle size, n is the refractive index of the

fluid between the microfluidic device and the objective

lens, NA is the numerical aperture of the objective len and h
is related to NA by NA = n sinh and k is the wavelength of

light.

6 Experimental

6.1 Fabrication of parallel electrode microfluidic

chamber

Figure 3 illustrates the design of the parallel electrode

microfluidic chamber. The top and bottom surfaces of the

chamber are made using ITO coated glass. Thus the

channel base and lid serve as electrodes. ITO-coated glass

coverslips (*170 lm thick) were used for the bottom

electrode while the top electrode was made from ITO-

coated glass (*0.7 mm thick). The ITO electrodes were

separated by a 50 lm insulating spacer with microfluidic

features. The image acquisition area is placed approxi-

mately in the middle of the channel. The spacer does not

influence the local electric field in the experimental area

since the imaging area (150 lm 9 112 lm) is small

compared to the channel width (w * 1.5 mm) and it’s

centered between the channel side walls.

Fig. 3 An illustration of the microchannel used for the microvortex

experiments. The bottom electrode is *170 lm thick to allow access

to a high numerical aperture lens. The length of the microchannel is

approximately 1 cm and the width is 1.5 mm. The ports on the top

electrode allow fluid to enter the microchannel
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6.2 Flow visualization and velocimetry

An inverted Nikon TE2000U microscope equipped with a

Nikon 609 water-immersion objective lens (1.2 NA and

0.27 mm working distance) is utilized for visualizing fluid

flow. Since a high NA objective lens was used for this

investigation coverslips were used for the bottom channel-

wall. An AC signal was biased across the channel, gener-

ating a uniform electric field in the experimental viewing

area. A focused laser spot is created by focusing a laser

through the viewing objective lens. In the present investi-

gation we used a 1,064 nm Nd:YAG laser. The laser has an

inherent 5% variability in power output. All references to

laser power here are with respect to the back aperture of the

microscope objective lens.

For l-PIV analysis, 300 nm red fluorescent particles

(Duke Scientific, CA, USA) were used as tracers. Samples

were prepared by mixing the particles with about 20 lM

solution of KCl in DI water. The conductivity of the KCl

solution was measured before experiments and ranged from

0.33 to 0.45 mS/m. The images were captured with an

interline transfer charge coupled device (CCD) camera

(Coolsnap HQ, Photometrics, Roper Scientific Inc.). The

camera has a 1,392 9 1,040 element CCD at a 6.45 lm 9

6.45 lm pixel pitch. Time interval between successive

images was 0.15 s. Enhanced Digital Particle Image

Velocimetry (Edpiv), a software package developed by

Dr. Lichuan Gui (Gui and Merzkirch 1998), was used for

the l-PIV analysis. For all results shown here the flow

characteristics were analyzed in a plane parallel to the

bottom electrode and at an approximate distance of 8 lm

above the bottom surface as shown in Fig. 4.

6.3 Dielectrophoresis experiments

For OEMV analysis within interdigitated electrodes, elec-

trodes were purchased from ABTech Scientific (Richmond,

Virginia, USA). The electrodes were fabricated on 0.7 mm

borosilicate glass, patterned with ITO, and the electrodes

were insulated with 0.5 lm thick layer of silicon nitride.

The interdigitated electrodes were 20 lm in digit width and

spacing. A 50 lm spacer with was used to separate the

electrode substrate with a glass coverslip. The same

inverted microscope was fitted with a 409 objective lens

(0.8 NA and 2 mm working distance) for visualization.

Fluorescent latex particles of 1.0 lm (Molecular probes,

MD, USA) were suspended in the same low-conductivity

water solution. Simultaneous OEMV and DEP experiments

were conducted with an applied high-frequency (C2 MHz)

AC signal. At these conditions the particles will experience

negative DEP.

7 Toroidal vortices in the planar electrode system

7.1 Microvortex results

Initial flow visualization experiments were performed with

a low concentration of 2 lm beads in the same low-

molarity KCl solution. The applied AC signal was 9 Vpp

and 50 kHz with 20 mW illumination. The exposure time

was 100 ms with 200 ms between each acquired image.

Figure 5 shows the three-dimensional structure of the

micro-vortex. In this sequence of images the particle begins

on the focal plane, moving towards the illumination center.

This particle experiences out-of-plane (z-direction) motion

and translates out-of-focus. The particle moves away and

comes back into focus as it approaches the illumination

center. Thus, the particle appears to be traveling along a

closed streamline. In fact these particles have exceedingly

stable orbits and if ideal conditions are maintained (no bulk

fluid flow, no vibration) they maintain their periodic orbits

indefinitely. The presence of these closed orbits establishes

the 3-D behavior of electrothermal flow. Note that the

defocused images in Fig. 5 differ slightly from Fig. 2b,

which was imaged in air.

Figure 6 illustrates the fluid flow behavior in the focal

plane using particle pathlines of 1 lm fluorescent beads

(Molecular probes, MD, USA). Figure 6a demonstrates

pathlines created by superimposing 50 consecutive images.

Similarly Fig. 6b, c were created by superimposing 100

and 200 consecutive images, respectively. In the mea-

surement plane, the laser is focused into a diffraction

limited spot of approximately 1 lm diameter. The origin

denotes the location of the laser focus. The flow is steady-

state and hence particle pathlines and fluid streamlines are

Fig. 4 An illustration showing location of the measurement plane for

flow visualization and lPIV experiments. Note that the measurement

plane, focal plane and plane of laser focus are synonymous
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identical. A few characteristics of the fluid flow can be

immediately concluded from Fig. 6. First is that the flow in

the viewing plane resembles a sink, with its center occur-

ring at the laser focal point. Two zones of fluid flow can

also be distinguished. The ‘sink-type’ (roughly external to

the dashed circle) zone shows primarily a radial flow with

very low angular velocities. Internal to the dashed circle is

the zone with high z-direction velocities. Even with the

progress of time particle pathlines are nearly absent from

the interior of the dashed circle. As the fluid here has high

z-direction velocity, particles experience significant out-of-

plane motion and thus particle pathlines appear to termi-

nate in this region’s periphery. As the particles develop

significant z-direction velocities we can expect a distortion

of the in-plane, radial velocity l-PIV measurements.

All of the l-PIV measurements were carried out in the

same measurement plane (Fig. 4) with 300 nm fluorescent

particles and a constant illumination intensity of 20 mW.

The microvortex was first analyzed by keeping the applied

AC frequency constant (100 kHz) and varying its voltage.

Figure 7 shows the in-plane radial velocity from the l-PIV

analysis of these experiments, where radial location (r) is

with respect to the location of the laser spot center. The

radial velocity in the sink-type region increases with

decreasing radial position until it reaches a maximum

before decreasing again. Closer to the laser focus the radial

velocity decreases due to the very high z-direction fluid

velocities. Significant z-direction velocities in this region

distort the in-plane velocity measurements. The whole

velocity profile increases in magnitude with an increase in

applied voltage; this value roughly doubles as the square of

the voltage (V2) doubles (Fig. 7). The radial location at

which the velocity profile reached a maximum is denoted

by Rv and the corresponding velocity by v(Rv). The

velocities from Fig. 7 are normalized with respect to v(Rv)

and plotted in Fig. 8 (without the V = 5.65 Vpp data). Note

that radial velocities are negative in Fig. 7 as particles

move inwards, while they become positive in Fig. 8 due to

normalization. The velocity maximum is reached approx-

imately at the same radial location (Rv) with the

normalized velocity plot maintaining its overall shape.

Hence the shape of such a vortex can be characterized by

Rv (*11.5 lm), which is independent of electric field

strength. Due to the systematic errors caused by the large

out of plane velocities at radial locations less than Rv,

trends for r \ Rv were not analyzed. The sink-type region

demonstrates a radial velocity decay of the type

vr ¼ a=r þ b, where a and b are constants. The goodness of

Fig. 5 A large tracer particle (2 lm) is caught within the vortex and

follows the fluid streamlines with periodic motion. The particle

initially moves towards the illumination center (denoted by ‘?’), goes

out of focus as it moves away, and moves towards the focused laser

spot again as it comes back into focus

b
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fit is characterized by R2, and its high value of 0.94 sug-

gests the adequacy of the model. In Fig. 8, the values of a

and b are 7.32 and -0.16 respectively.

The frequency-dependent behavior of the microfluidic

vortex was investigated with a constant voltage of 4 Vpp. In

the low frequency regime (30–50 kHz) velocity does not

change significantly (Fig. 9). However, at very high fre-

quencies ([5 MHz) fluid velocity decreased significantly

and was barely noticeable as the movement of the tracer

particles was dominated by Brownian motion. This follows

expected theory, as the Coulomb term for the fluid body

force decreases with increasing frequency. Further, it

seems Brownian motion dominates the dielectric fluid body

force for our experimental parameters at these high

frequencies.

Fig. 6 Time evolution of particle pathlines in the plane of measure-

ment (Fig. 4). a 50 overlapped images of tracer particles creating

pathlines showing inward fluid motion of the vortex. b 100

overlapped images of tracer particles. c 200 overlapped images of

tracer particles. The central region bound by the dashed circle
experiences significant out-of-plane effects as particles develop high

z-direction velocities. The laser focal point is approximately at the

center of the dashed circle

Fig. 7 l-PIV analysis of the velocity field for vortex flow near the

electrode surface. Vpp represents the applied peak-to-peak AC bias.

All measurements were performed at f = 100 kHz and P = 20 mW

Fig. 8 Normalized plot for radial velocities. The curve represents

best fit sink type behavior, i.e. vr ¼ a=r þ b

Microfluid Nanofluid (2009) 6:637–646 643
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7.2 l-PIV parameters

In Eq. (2) we saw that the depth of correlation (dcorr)

strongly depends on numerical aperture of the objective

lens and particle size (dp). For a 300 nm particle imaged

with a 609 water-immersion lens, the DOC is *2.3 lm.

On average nine particle images were present per 64 9 64

pixel2 interrogation window. Correlation averaging greatly

improves SNR measurements (Wereley et al. 2002) and

SNR values greater than 1.4 were achieved through cor-

relation averaging of 200 images.

8 Interdigitated electrodes

Now, we discuss the results obtained from the interdig-

itated electrode configuration. We immediately observed

that the velocity and direction of the induced OEMV

varies with the position of the laser spot. Additionally, at

low-frequencies (\50 kHz), electrohydrodynamic fluid

motion at the electrode edges was readily apparent.

Although OEMV did occur with interdigitated electrodes,

fluid velocities were difficult to quantify as the strong

electric field gradients generate considerable dielec-

trophoretic forces that compete with electrohydrodynamic

fluid drag forces. To qualitatively demonstrate the effect

of the OEMV, experiments were repeated with and

without laser irradiation. Figure 10 shows the behavior of

1 lm latex particles with the interdigitated electrode

configuration without any laser irradiation. With an

applied AC signal of 9 Vpp and 3 MHz and fluid con-

ductivity of 3.34e-4 S/m the particles experienced

negative dielectrophoresis and aggregate above the

electrode digits. In the absence of any other external

force each electrode strip is equally probable to accu-

mulate particles.

Figure 11 illustrates the behavior of the OEMV and

particles once laser irradiation is applied to the interdigi-

tated electrodes with the laser focus located in the middle

of an electrode strip (approximately in the middle of the

dashed circle). Here, the fluid flow of the OEMV is illus-

trated with curved arrows. The structure of the vortex

Fig. 9 Velocimetry results as a function of frequency. All measure-

ments were performed at V = 4 Vpp and P = 20 mW

Fig. 10 Latex particles experiencing negative DEP in the absence of

laser heating at f = 3 MHz and V = 9 Vpp. The dotted rectangles
indicate the location of the interdigitated ITO electrode strips. Notice

that the particles are trapped above the electrodes as illustrated in

Fig. 1

Fig. 11 Illustrated behavior of the OEMV for interdigitated elec-

trodes with the laser focal point located in the middle of an electrode

digit. Electrodes are labeled with arrows at the top of the figure. The

direction of the fluid flow is depicted with curved arrows with the

laser focus occurring in the middle of the vortex. Particles are pushed

with the fluid towards the illumination spot and a few are ejected

perpendicular to the edge of the electrode
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differs in orientation compared to the parallel electrode

setup in Fig. 4. While the vortex draws in fluid along the

length of the electrodes, fluid is discharged perpendicular

to the electrode edges. Particles tend to drag with the fluid,

along the middle of the electrode strip, to form a clump at

the location of the laser spot (Fig. 12(a–c)). Occasionally

particles will be ejected from the clump in the outward

direction of the OEMV due to fluid drag. However, due to

DEP forces the majority of the particles remain clustered at

the center of the vortex. Further, the particles experiencing

negative DEP on the neighboring electrodes were not

completely centered on their respective electrode digit and

were pushed away by fluid drag originating from the vor-

tex. The conditions for these experiments were a laser

illumination of 40 mW and an AC signal of 8 Vpp and 2

MHz.

A highly focused laser beam can also lead to optical

tweezing. However, the presence of an agglomeration of

particles should not be confused with optical trapping of

beads. Optical tweezers typically employ a laser beam

focused to a diffraction limited spot (Ashkin 1997; Kumar

et al. 2008) and this spot acts as the trapping zone. For

1,064 nm, this spot size is approximately 1 lm in

diameter. Typically, while trapping beads of the same size

(*1 lm), the trapping region can accommodate only one

bead.

9 Electrohydrodynamic analysis

The effect of thermal convection was studied by observing

fluid flow without applying a potential difference. Con-

vection currents were extremely weak at P = 20 mW and

could be seen only in the close proximity of the laser focus.

Thus the presence of an electric field is essential to create

such a vortex-like structure. Electric fields typically induce

a body force on a fluid through electro-osmotic effects

(Ramos et al. 1998; Ajdari 2000) or electrothermal (Green

et al. 2000) mechanisms. The parallel electrode configu-

ration does not naturally possess the tangential electric

fields required to produce electro-osmotic effects. Micro-

fluidic vortices were present at a frequency of 2 MHz

(Fig. 10); AC electro-osmosis does not influence fluid

motion at 2 MHz as it can be neglected at frequencies[100

kHz for low-conductivity mediums (Morgan and Green

2003). In addition, the general profile of the microfluidic

vortex does not significantly change with voltages or fre-

quencies in this investigation. Therefore, electrothermal

effects dominate and other electrokinetic effects do not

interfere.

Fig. 12 Effect of the OEMV laser spot on latex particles (1.0 lm) for

interdigitated electrodes at V = 8 Vpp, f = 2 MHz and P = 40 mW.

Electrodes are labeled with arrows at the top of the figure. These

frames are taken at (a) t = 0 s (b) t = 1.26 s and (c) t = 2.8 s. Particle

groups are brought in due to fluid drag (larger arrows) by the OEMV

and remain clustered due to negative DEP forces (dashed circle).

Note the ejected particle in (c)
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10 Conclusions

Intense laser irradiation in the presence of uniform or non-

uniform electric fields can generate strong fluid vortices.

Even in the simple case of a uniform electric field, strong

microfluidic vortices with a three-dimensional structure

can be generated. These three-dimensional vortices can

perhaps be utilized for microfluidic mixing. Compared to

active-mixers these vortices can be employed without the

need of any invasive, agitating mechanical components. In

case of an interdigitated electrode configuration, these

vortices can complicate dielectrophoretic particle capture.

Thus any effort to combine OTs and DEP for simultaneous

operation needs to take into account these induced vortices.
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